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Field experience from tertiary CO 2 injection projects Predictions of CO 2 EOR and storage in the North Sea (N and UK) 
Features of the EOR model
A simple model to predict the incremental oil production due to CO 2 -injection after water flooding depending on the state of the reservoir Based on a large number of reservoir simulations with varying process-and geological parameters Developed for continuous CO 2 injection only Assumes that water and CO 2 are injected at the same and constant flow rates CO 2 displaces oil miscible Requires a few reservoir specific input parameters Calculates functions for oil, incremental oil, water and gas production during CO 2 injection for each field
Example of production profiles calculated by the EOR module
The predicted oil recovery profile is matched to historic values by use of the two geological fit parameters (heterogeneity exponent, vertical permeability multiplicator) 
